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Abstract Multibeam bathymetry compiled along fracture zones of the northern Atlantic reveals a
striking morphological asymmetry. Seaﬂoor fabric produced at western ridge‐transform intersections
(RTIs) tends to consist of linear ridges, small in amplitude, and regularly spaced, and oceanic core complexes
(OCCs) occur infrequently. In contrast, seaﬂoor fabric produced at eastern RTIs is more irregular and
blocky and displays characteristics usually associated with melt‐poor accretion: These include more than
double the occurrence of OCCs as well as greater seaﬂoor depths, even where seaﬂoor is younger than that
on the opposite side of the fracture zone. We propose that this asymmetry is a consequence of the westward
migration of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge. Such migration is expected to result in an enhanced melt supply at
leading (western) RTIs compared to trailing (eastern) RTIs. The morphological asymmetry is observed for
ridge offsets of ~40 to ~200 km, a range that may be related to the width of melting regimes that supply ridge
segments. At slow spreading ridges, contrasting melt supplies across fracture zones may therefore be best
expressed in the distinct seaﬂoor fabrics preserved beyond the dynamically maintained relief of the axial rift
valley and walls rather than in the contrasting axial depths documented for faster spreading ridges.
Although OCCs appear to form preferentially at spreading rates lower than 30 mm/year, their common
occurrence along the northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge may also reﬂect the signiﬁcantly higher rates at which it
is migrating compared to the southern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge.
Plain Language Summary The young seaﬂoor fabric consists of elongate abyssal hills aligned
parallel to spreading centers. Bathymetry compiled along fracture zones of the northern Atlantic reveals a
subtle morphological asymmetry in that pattern. Seaﬂoor fabric produced at western ridge‐transform
intersections (RTIs) consists of small, linear, and regularly spaced ridges. In contrast, fabric produced at
eastern RTIs is irregular and blocky and lies generally deeper than the opposite side of the fracture zone. It
also displays over twice as many oceanic core complexes, prominent highs resulting from detachment
faulting. We propose that this asymmetry results from the westward migration of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge.
Such migration is expected to produce an enhanced melt supply at leading (western) RTIs compared to
trailing (eastern) RTIs. At slow spreading ridges, contrasting melt supplies across fracture zones may
therefore be expressed as distinctive seaﬂoor fabrics rather than in axial depth variations, as has been
documented for faster spreading ridges. Although oceanic core complexes appear to form preferentially at
spreading rates lower than 30 mm/year, their common occurrence along the northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge
may also reﬂect the signiﬁcantly higher rates at which it is migrating compared to the southern Mid‐
Atlantic Ridge.
1. Introduction
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Because the absolute motions of two diverging plates are rarely equal and opposite, most mid‐ocean ridges
are migrating relative to the stable deep mantle (Stein et al., 1977). Various studies have investigated how
ridge migration may affect mid‐ocean ridge processes. Davis and Karsten (1986) proposed that ridge migration could account for the asymmetric distribution of seamounts about the Juan de Fuca Ridge. Small and
Danyushevsky (2003) proposed that ridge migration accounts for the prominent discontinuity in both axial
depth and geochemistry that exists between the East Paciﬁc Rise and the Paciﬁc‐Antarctic Ridge. Doglioni
et al. (2003) suggested that ridge migration could explain why the eastern ﬂanks of mid‐ocean ridges tend
1
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to be shallower than their western ﬂanks, and Chalot‐Prat et al. (2017) further proposed that ridge migration
leads to asymmetric upper mantle differentiation.
Carbotte et al. (2004) and Katz et al. (2004) proposed that another consequence of ridge migration is a contrasting melt supply at the extremities of two ridge segments offset by a transform fault or a nontransform
discontinuity (NTD) and, consequently, predictably differing axial morphologies on opposing sides of transform faults and NTDs. Speciﬁcally, kinematic models of passive mantle upwelling (Davis & Karsten, 1986;
Schouten et al., 1987; Katz et al., 2004) predict rates of upwelling, and thus rates of melt supply, that are
higher beneath the plate that moves faster over the stable deep mantle (the leading plate) compared to the
slower‐moving plate (the trailing plate; Figure 1). Such kinematic models imply that differing amounts of
melt should be supplied to the extremities of ridge segments offset by a transform fault or an NTD: Melt is
thought to be tapped not only from the underlying upwelling zone but also from the overlapping upwelling
zone of the adjacent segment (Figure 2). Therefore, faster upwelling rates beneath the leading plate should
result in more melt being tapped at segment ends that abut that leading plate compared to segment ends that
abut the trailing plate. In other words, the extremities of leading segments are expected to display more melt‐
rich characteristics compared to the extremities of trailing segments.
Observed axial depth variations along fast spreading and intermediate spreading ridges provide solid evidence for more melt‐rich accretion at the extremities of leading ridge segments (Carbotte et al., 2004). At
these spreading rates, the axial region is characterized by an axial high, with shallower and broader ridge
segments thought to reﬂect enhanced melt supply while deeper and narrower segments are thought to be
more melt‐starved (e.g., Langmuir et al., 1986; Macdonald et al., 1988; Scheirer & Macdonald, 1993).
Accordingly, in the vicinity of transform faults and NTDs of the East Paciﬁc Rise, Juan de Fuca Ridge,
and Southeast Indian Ridge, leading ridge segments are shallower than trailing segments in about 75%
of cases (Carbotte et al., 2004). However, convincing evidence for similarly asymmetric axial depths
across transform faults and NTDs at slow spreading ridges is lacking. Supak et al. (2007) estimated that
leading segments are shallower across only 60% of discontinuities of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge and suggested that this poor correlation may reﬂect a more limited entrainment of melt from across slow spreading discontinuities due to the predominance of three‐dimensional upwelling and melt focusing to
segment centers.
In the following sections, we document a previously unreported asymmetry in the seaﬂoor fabric on opposing sides of fracture zones of the northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, as well as generally greater depths on the sides
that were accreted at trailing segment extremities. We interpret these observations to reﬂect a contrasting
melt supply at leading versus trailing segment extremities. We then propose that at slow spreading rates,
the seaﬂoor fabric preserved off‐axis near ridge‐transform intersections (RTIs) and along fracture zones is
a better proxy for the time‐averaged melt supply than is axial depth.

2. The Westward Migration of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge
A number of models exist for present‐day absolute plate motion (e.g., Becker et al., 2015; Doglioni et al.,
2015; Doubrouvine et al., 2012; Morgan & Phipps Morgan, 2007; Wang et al., 2018) and the precise directions
in which ridges are migrating are therefore open to debate (see Figure 3). Nonetheless, the majority of absolute plate motion models agree about which of any two diverging plates is the faster moving plate, and thus
about the general direction of migration of a mid‐ocean ridge with respect to the deeper mantle. In the case
of the slow spreading northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, the North American and South American plates are
leading the W to SW migrating spreading center, and the Eurasian and Nubian plates are trailing it
(Figure 3). Accordingly, we will refer to ridge segments at western RTIs as leading segments, western
RTIs as leading RTIs, and likewise, we will refer to ridge segments at eastern RTIs as trailing segments
and eastern RTIs as trailing RTIs (Figure 1). Furthermore, we will refer to the side of a fracture zone that
was accreted at a trailing RTI as the trailing side, and the side of a fracture zone that was accreted at a leading
RTI as the leading side. We note that regardless of the sense of offset of a transform fault (right stepping or
left stepping), the trailing side corresponds to the older side of the fracture zone on the west ﬂank of the Mid‐
Atlantic Ridge and to the younger side of the fracture zone on the east ﬂank, and conversely for the leading
side (Figure 1).
CORMIER AND SLOAN
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Figure 1. (Top) Schematic map‐view representation of a mid‐ocean ridge (double solid lines), active transform faults (single solid lines), and their aseismic fracture zones (dashed line). Thin dashed arrows mark the trajectories followed by the
migrating ridge. Here the plate on the left is leading the migrating ridge, and the plate on the right is trailing it.
Accordingly, ridge segments displaced to the left by the transform faults are leading segments, and those displaced to the
right are trailing segments. (Bottom) Schematic cross section of the migrating ridge. The thick gray layer represents
the upper diverging plates. Vertical arrows illustrate the asymmetric rates of mantle upwelling beneath the migrating ridge
axis. RTI = ridge‐transform intersection.

Figure 2. Three‐dimensional schematic representation of melt trajectories near a transform fault at slow spreading rate,
after Bai and Montési (2015). The blue‐white‐red step pattern at top marks the ridge‐transform‐ridge plate boundary
within the upper plate; black arrows indicate spreading directions. The gray surface below represents the approximate
base of the lithosphere, often presumed to be a melt permeability barrier. Thin gray lines represent depth contours. The
dashed line indicates the projection onto that surface of the transform fault and its fracture zone extension. Curved arrows
represent trajectories that the buoyant melt follows along the underside of the permeability barrier on its upward
migration toward the ridge axis. Blue (red) arrows correspond to melt trajectories issued from the melting regime associated with the ridge segment displaced to the left (right) of the ﬁgure. Note how melt extracted from the melting regime
associated with one ridge segment may be diverted to the adjacent ridge segment in the vicinity of ridge‐transform
intersections.
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Figure 3. Tectonic context of the northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge. Plate boundaries are shown as red lines (after Bird, 2003).
The inset locates the displayed area relative to adjacent continents. Regions shaded in orange are shallower than 1,500 m
and highlight current and former hot spots. Fine black lines mark small circles, followed by the westward‐ to southwestward‐migrating Mid‐Atlantic Ridge based on the spreading‐aligned reference frame of Becker et al. (2015). Migration
rates are labeled along each small circle, and black arrows show the direction of ridge migration. Fine dotted lines
indicate small circles followed by the migrating Mid‐Atlantic Ridge based on MM07‐M, an alternate hot spot reference
frame from Becker et al. (2015). Local spreading rates from the MORVEL56 relative plate motion model (Argus et al.,
2011) are indicated in parenthesis next to the named transform faults.

For discussion purposes, we further adopt the “spreading aligned” absolute plate motion model of Becker
et al. (2015), a model that optimizes the alignment of spreading directions with that of absolute plate
motions. Unlike other models, the spreading aligned model closely ﬁts several of the parameters commonly
used to constrain absolute plate motions. In particular, it provides a good match to global hot spot tracks as
well as to the azimuthal seismic anisotropy thought to result from shearing of the asthenosphere underneath
lithospheric plates.
CORMIER AND SLOAN
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Figure 4. Key morphologic features of North Atlantic transform faults and their aseismic extension. (Top) Multibeam
bathymetric map of the Atlantis transform fault (after Zervas et al., 1995; Pariso et al., 1995; Cann et al., 1997;
Blackman et al., 1998). (Bottom) Interpretative sketch. The red line marks the plate boundary. Thin black lines highlight
the trend of the abyssal hills. IC = inside corner. OC = outside corner. Shaded areas are color coded as follows: Blue, ﬂat‐
bottom sediment ponds; orange, oceanic core complexes.

3. Previously Unreported Asymmetries in Seaﬂoor Fabric and in Seaﬂoor
Depths across Fracture Zones of the North Central Atlantic
Few oceanic fracture zones have been imaged with high‐resolution multibeam bathymetric sonars beyond
their active transform domains. The northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge (Figure 3) is an exception: The majority
of large fracture zones located between 10°N to 35°N have been surveyed over distances of tens to hundreds of kilometers from the ridge axis (e.g., Blackman et al., 1998; Cann et al., 1997; Escartín &
Cannat, 1999; Fujiwara et al., 2003; Fujiwara & Fujimoto, 1998; Gente et al., 1995; Kastens et al., 1998;
Pockalny et al., 1988; Rabain et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2008; Zervas et al., 1995). These existing bathymetric
data document a previously unrecognized asymmetry in the seaﬂoor fabric across fracture zones, including
the asymmetric distribution of oceanic core complexes (OCCs), a feature that sometimes develops at RTIs
at slow spreading rates. They also reveal that differences in seaﬂoor depths across north Atlantic fracture
zones are not as predicted by classic models of differential subsidence (e.g., Sandwell & Schubert, 1982;
Wessel & Haxby, 1990).
Prominent topographic highs typically occur at the inside corner of RTIs (Figure 4), that corner delineated
by the ridge segment and the active transform fault (Severinghaus & Macdonald, 1988). Sometimes, inside
corner highs correspond to OCCs, long‐lived detachment faults that can accommodate as much as 60% of
the divergent plate motion during episodes of diminished melt supply (e.g., Cann et al., 1997; Escartín
et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2008; Tucholke et al., 1998; Tucholke et al., 2008). These detachment faults produce
vertical relief that may exceed a thousand meters, and their slip surfaces may be marked by subtle ridge‐
perpendicular striations with a wavelength of hundreds of meters and vertical amplitude of tens of meters
(e.g., Figures 5, 6c, and 6e). As the young lithosphere is transported beyond the rift mountains, OCCs become
embedded in the seaﬂoor fabric and are thus preserved, for the most part, on the older side of the fracture
zone. Of the 34 OCCs reported along Atlantic fracture zones and appearing in Table 1, 68% occur on the western ﬂank of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, a trend also apparent in Figures 5 and 6. A few OCCs occur in seaﬂoor
generated at the outer corner of the Fifteen‐Twenty fracture zone (the corner delimited by the ridge segment
and the inactive fracture zone), and both segments adjacent to that transform fault also display OCCs along
their entire length (Fujiwara et al., 2003; MacLeod et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2008). These anomalous occurrences are thought to reﬂect the more limited magma supply associated with the presence in that area of the
diffuse triple junction between the North America, South America, and Nubia plates (e.g., Escartín et al.,
CORMIER AND SLOAN
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Figure 5. (a) Seaﬂoor fabric produced across the oceanographer transform fault. The middle panel displays the multibeam bathymetry published in Rabain et al. (2001). The thick black lines mark the ridge axis, and the dashed black
line marks the transform fault and its aseismic fracture zone extension. Blue and red lines locate the depth proﬁles
extracted 3 km South and North from the fault trace and displayed in matching colors below and above the map. Arrows
pointing to the axial valley indicate whether the segment is leading or trailing. Fine black lines represent small circles
followed by the westward migrating Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, based on the spreading‐aligned reference frame of Becker et al.
(2015). Thick magenta lines correspond to magnetic chron 4A (Merkouriev & DeMets, 2014). That chron, dated at ~9.1 Ma
(Hilgen et al., 2012), approximately corresponds to the onset of a 25% decrease in spreading rates and a 3–8° clockwise
change in spreading direction (Gente et al., 1995; Sempéré et al., 1995; Sloan & Patriat, 1992). Black circles mark the
locations of oceanic core complexes (see Table 1). Boxes outline the areas enlarged in Figures 6a and 6b. For direct
comparison, the proﬁle corresponding to the trailing side is overlain as a thin red line on the proﬁle corresponding to the
leading side (blue), and seaﬂoor ages are labeled in mega annum with like colors along the horizontal axis (after
Merkouriev & DeMets, 2014). Black dots above the depth proﬁles mark peaks with local relief >100 m, and the number of
such peaks (N) is noted above each proﬁle. Arrows indicate where the proﬁles intersect the ridge axis. (b) The middle
panel displays the multibeam bathymetry of the Atlantis transform. The bathymetric compilation is mostly derived from
data published in Zervas et al. (1995), Pariso et al. (1995), Cann et al. (1997), and Blackman et al. (1998); it is complemented with other data available from the National Geophysical Data Center. Thick magenta lines correspond to magnetic chron 4A (9.1 Ma), after Sempéré et al. (1995). Other details as described in Figure 5a. (c) The middle panel displays
the multibeam bathymetry of the Kane transform. The bathymetric compilation is derived from data published in
Pockalny et al. (1988), Gente et al. (1995), and Fujimoto et al. (1996); it is complemented with a few swaths available from
the National Geophysical Data Center. The data from Fujimoto et al. (1996) mostly cover the area west of 46°W and
are available as a grid with coarser resolution than the other data. Depth proﬁles extracted from that coarser bathymetric
grid west of ~46°W are displayed as thin red and blue lines. Other details as described in Figure 5a. (d) The middle
panel displays the multibeam bathymetry of a southward‐propagating offset, after Gente et al. (1995). This ~40 km
transform located south of Kane was stable until about ~6 Ma. The V‐shaped discordant zone that resulted from its
southward propagation and that of an older ridge propagation event at SE corner are labeled “DZ.” Thick magenta lines
correspond to magnetic chron 4A (9.1 Ma), after Gente et al. (1995). Other details as described in Figure 5a. (e) The
middle panel displays the multibeam bathymetry of the Marathon transform fault, after Smith et al. (2008). Other details
as in Figure 5a, except for this area being close to the magnetic equator, magnetic anomalies cannot be reliably identiﬁed.
Instead, seaﬂoor ages labeled in mega annum above the depth proﬁles in corresponding colors are derived from
relative plate motion model MORVEL56 (Argus et al., 2011). Ages are likely overestimated for seaﬂoor older than ~9 Ma,
when spreading rates were ~50% faster (Sloan & Patriat, 1992).
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c

Figure 5. (continued)

2003; Müller & Smith, 1993; Smith et al., 2008). When the 10 OCCs along the Fifteen‐Twenty transform fault
(a triple junction), as well as three OCCs that formed at short (<25 km) intratransform segments of the St
Paul transform and Ascencion transform are excluded from the compilation, 71% of OCCs identiﬁed along
Atlantic transform faults occur on the western ﬂank. Because OCCs tend to form preferentially at the inside
corners of RTIs, their more frequent occurrence (more than double) on the western ﬂank of the Mid‐Atlantic
CORMIER AND SLOAN
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e

Figure 5. (continued)

Ridge, regardless of the sense of offset of the transform fault at which they formed, indicates that OCCs form
preferentially at eastern RTIs, that is, at trailing ridge segments.
Figure 6 highlights how the physical trace of north Atlantic fracture zones generally corresponds to a surprisingly narrow zone about 1 km wide. For the most part, these aseismic extensions of the plate
CORMIER AND SLOAN
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Figure 6. Bathymetric details of ﬁve northern Atlantic fracture zones. Maps (a) through (h) are located in Figures 5a–5e.
Thin black or white lines are bathymetric contours selected to highlight ﬂat‐bottomed sediment ponds, although no
single depth contour does a good job of accurately highlighting every such pond. The side of a fracture zone that was
accreted at leading or trailing ridge‐transform intersection is labeled accordingly at the map edges, with their relative ages
in parenthesis. Black circles locate known oceanic core complexes (see Table 1.). Red lines mark the ridge axis. Note
how oceanic core complexes and sediment ponds dominantly (but not exclusively) occur on the sides accreted at trailing
ridge segments (see text). Data sources as described in the captions of Figures 5a–5e.

boundary coincide with the sharp juxtaposition of closely spaced regular ridges on the leading side, against
ﬂat‐bottom sediment ponds interspersed with ridges, and occasionally OCCs, on the trailing side. In map
view, the linear ridges that abut the fracture zone on the leading side extend parallel to the ridge axis for
tens of kilometers and are spaced a few kilometers apart. Their local relief may be as low as 50 m, and
they are therefore much smaller features than the longer wavelength and higher relief (10‐ to 30‐km‐wide
and up to 1‐km‐high) abyssal hills that typically ﬂank slow spreading ridges (e.g., Cormier & Sloan, 2017).
In contrast, the seaﬂoor fabric on the trailing side tends to be blockier and irregular, whether OCCs are
present or absent. There, ﬂat‐bottom sediment ponds are interspersed between blocky abyssal hills,
producing a distinctive crenulated pattern along the trailing side. While some of the ridges extend to and
abut the fracture zones, others terminate up to 10–20 km away from the fracture zones. In a few places,
smaller ridges terminate progressively, seemingly diving into the ﬂat‐bottom sediment ponds (e.g.,
Figure 6g). However, many display blunt extremities with relief in excess of 500 m (Figures 6c, 6d, 6f, and
6h), indicating that the irregular pattern does not merely reﬂect some higher sediment accumulation near
CORMIER AND SLOAN
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Table 1
Thirty‐Four Core Complexes Identiﬁed Along Atlantic Fracture Zones
Offset
(km)

Lat.
(°N)

Long.
(°W)

Ridge
ﬂank

Leading/
trailing

IC/OC

Oceanographer
Oceanographer
Hayes

120
120
80

35.100
35.133
33.600

35.917
35.033
38.067

E
W
E

Leading
Trailing
Trailing

IC
IC
Short segment

Rabain et al. (2001)
Lagabrielle et al. (1998)
Escartín et al. (2008)

W
W
W

Near Azores hotspot
Near Azores hotspot
Short (15 km)
segment N of
Hayes.
WOCC
Keystone
Atlantis Massif, RTI

Atlantis
Atlantis
Atlantis

70
70
70

30.283
30.167
30.133

42.970
42.533
42.117

Trailing
Trailing
Trailing

IC
IC
IC

42.500

E

SOCC

Leading

IC

23.683
23.667
23.667
23.617
23.583

45.750
46.117
46.933
45.550
45.260

W
W
W
W
W

Babel Dome

Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing

IC
IC
IC
IC
IC

150
40

23.517
22.117

45.050
46.267

W
W

Trailing
Trailing

IC
IC

Cann et al. (1997); Tucholke et al. (1998)
Blackman et al. (2008)
Blackman et al. (2008); Cann et al. (1997);
Smith et al. (2006); Tucholke et al. (1998)
Blackman et al. (2008); Cann et al. (1997);
Smith et al. (2006); Tucholke et al. (1998)
Cann et al. (2015)
Cann et al. (2015)
Cann et al. (2015)
Cann et al. (2015); Tucholke et al. (1998)
Cann et al. (2015); Dick et al. (2008);
Tucholke et al. (1998)
Cann et al. (2015)
Cann et al. (2015)

Atlantis

70

29.917

Kane
Kane
Kane
Kane
Kane

150
150
150
150
150

Kane
Relict fracture zone
south of Kane
Relict fracture zone
south of Kane
Relict fracture zone
south of Kane
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Fifteen‐Twenty
Marathon
Marathon
St Paul

40

22.017

45.813

W

Trailing

IC

Cann et al. (2015)

40

22.050

46.408

W

Trailing

IC

Cann et al. (2015)

190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
90
90
550

15.500
15.125
15.092
15.113
15.116
15.092
15.050
15.044
15.011
14.969
12.781
12.541
0.667

46.500
45.479
45.358
45.265
45.112
45.044
44.095
44.656
44.523
44.222
44.771
44.555
27.000

E
W
W
W
W
W
W
E
E
E
E
W
W

RTI; triple junction
Triple junction
Triple junction
Triple junction
Triple junction
Triple junction
RTI; triple junction
Triple junction
Triple junction
Triple junction
RTI

IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
OC
OC
OC
IC
IC
Intra‐transform

Escartín et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Escartín et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Escartín et al. (2008); Smith et al. (2008)
Smith et al. (2008)
Maia et al. (2014, 2016)

St Paul

550

0.500

26.500

W

Multiple transform

Intra‐transform

Maia et al. (2016)

5°S

80

−5.167

11.700

W

Leading
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Trailing
Leading
Trailing
Central
segment
Southern
segment
Trailing

IC

Ascencion
Ascencion

260
260

−7.450
−7.000

13.333
12.250

E
E

Multiple transform
Multiple transform

IC
Intratransform

Cardno

90

−14.000

14.250

E

Multiple transform

Leading
Intra‐
transform
Leading

Planert et al. (2009); Planert et al. (2010);
Reston et al. (2002)
Bialas et al. (2015)
Ohara et al. (2011)

IC

Li et al. (2014)

Transform

Comments

RTI

Multiple transform

References

Note. IC = inside corner; OC = outside corner; RTI = ridge‐transform intersection.

fracture zones. The morphological contrast between leading and trailing sides applies to fracture zones both
east and west of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, regardless of which side of the fracture zone is older or younger.
Depth proﬁles that extend parallel (Figures 5a–5e) to the fracture zones help quantify this asymmetry.
Proﬁles were extracted 3 km north and south of each fracture zone, on seaﬂoor accreted close to a RTI
but clear of the fracture zone trace. A detection algorithm was applied to these proﬁles to objectively identify
any peak with a local relief greater than 100 m. The peaks are highlighted with black dots above each proﬁle,
and their cumulative number is indicated by the parameter “N.” Although some ridges have local relief as
low as 50 m, a threshold value of 100 m was selected in order to avoid possible data artifacts. Indeed,
CORMIER AND SLOAN
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Table 2
Distribution of Ridges Abutting Five North Atlantic Fracture Zones

Fracture zone
Oceanographer
Atlantis
Kane
South of Kane
Marathon

Leading side

Trailing side

Proﬁle length
(km)

N

Ridges per 100 km

Mean ridge spacing (km)

N

Ridges per 100 km

Mean ridge spacing (km)

347
482
436
170
178

42
68
50
14
34

12.1
14.1
11.5
8.2
19.1

8.3
7.1
8.7
12.1
5.2

17
38
33
12
22

4.9
7.9
7.6
7.0
12.4

20.4
12.7
13.2
14.2
8.1

Note. Measurements were performed on the depth proﬁles displayed in Figures 5a–5e. N indicates the number of ridges with local relief >100 m (see text).
Leading and trailing sides as in Figure 1.

multibeam bathymetric sonars have an accuracy that ranges from ~0.5% of the water depth for the older
systems (De Moustier & Matsumoto, 1993; Goff & Kleinrock, 1991) to ~0.2% of the water depth for the
modern ones. This translates into a vertical accuracy of 10–30 m for the water depths typical of Atlantic
fracture zones—an accuracy that may further degrade after gridding. Spreading‐parallel proﬁles (Figure 5)
document that for each of the ﬁve transform faults, ridges locally higher than 100 m are more numerous
along leading sides than trailing sides of the fracture zones, a relationship summarized in Table 2. The
average spacing of small ridges ranges from 5 to 12 km along the leading side and from 8 to 20 km along
the trailing side. In turn, ﬂat‐bottom sediment ponds occur almost exclusively along the trailing sides.
Considered in isolation, this more common occurrence of sediment ponds indicates a seaﬂoor that lies
generally deeper along the trailing sides compared to leading sides. The superimposition of the depth
proﬁles for each of the ﬁve fracture zones conﬁrms this depth differential (Figure 5): Outside of the active
transform faults domain (delimited by the vertical arrows) and beyond the dynamically supported relief of
the rift mountains, the trailing sides (red) lie deeper overall by hundreds of meters compared to the
leading sides (blue). In fact, these proﬁles underestimate the actual depth contrast between oceanic
basement on either side of the fracture zones since the ponded sediments are smoothing out the deepest
areas. We note that these differential depths holds true regardless of which side of the fracture zone is
older or younger. The Kane fracture zone is an exception, with few sediment ponds present along its
length and with both proﬁles displaying similar depths on the west ﬂank. The generally greater depths
along the Kane fracture zone may place it just below the CCD, which hovers at 4.5–5 km in the North
Atlantic since the Early Miocene (Tucholke & Mountain, 1986), thus explaining the apparently low rate of
sediment accumulation. Furthermore, the greater length (170 km) and the left‐stepping sense of offset of
the Kane transform may account for the observed depth pattern across the fracture zone: During the
clockwise change in relative plate motion at or after ~9 Ma (Sloan & Patriat, 1992), this transform would
have been subjected to transpressive stresses, an event that might have induced ﬂexural uplift of the older
sides of the fracture zone (Pockalny et al., 1996).
A series of 40‐km‐long depth proﬁles extracted perpendicular to Atlantis fracture zone (Figure 7) further
illustrate the more blocky, irregular character of the seaﬂoor fabric along the trailing side. Overall, depths
across the leading side (blue) increase progressively toward the fracture zone. In contrast, depths across
the trailing side (red) increase in step‐like fashion toward the fracture zone, with steps ranging from a
few hundred meters to >1 km. Many of the proﬁles on the trailing side terminate against the fracture
zone trace in a ﬂat‐bottom sediment pond, resulting in the underestimation of the actual depth of the
igneous basement.

4. Discussion
In the following, we discuss the possible origin of the observed asymmetry in seaﬂoor fabric and unexpected
differential depths across north Atlantic fracture zones (regular vs. crenulated fabric, distribution of OCCs,
and deeper trailing sides) in terms of melt supply, propose a model that could explain that asymmetry, and
explore some of the implications of that model. Admittedly, ﬁve fracture zones represent a small sample
from which to derive a model. However, the morphological relations described above are generally consistent across all ﬁve fracture zones, suggesting that they have a common origin.
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Figure 7. Contrasting seaﬂoor fabrics across the Atlantis fracture zone. Areas shown at the bottom are located in
Figure 5b. Blue and red lines correspond to the depth proﬁles displayed in matching colors above the maps, from west
(bottom) to east (top). Black circle indicates an oceanic core complex.

4.1. Differing Seaﬂoor Fabrics and Seaﬂoor Depths Across North Atlantic Fracture Zones as
Indicators of Melt‐Poor Versus Melt‐Rich Conditions
Typical abyssal hills at slow spreading rates have amplitudes >500 m and range in width from 6 to 20 km
(e.g., Cormier & Sloan, 2017; Goff et al., 1995). Their relief tends to reach a maximum at inside corners where
it sometimes culminates as OCCs, both near transform faults (Goff et al., 1995; Severinghaus & Macdonald,
1988) and nontransform discontinuities (Sloan & Patriat, 2004). Two other, more subtle types of seaﬂoor fabrics have been recognized along the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge (Cann et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2008). The ﬁrst type,
termed “volcanic terrain,” consists of closely spaced (2–10 km), elongated ridges running parallel to the
spreading axis. The ridges that deﬁne this lineated terrain are bounded by steep, small fault scarps on the
side facing the spreading axis, with throws ranging from <100 up to 500 m, and by gentler, occasionally
faulted volcanic slopes on the other side. Smith et al. (2008) presented the area north of the Marathon transform fault (Figures 5e and 6h) as an example of such volcanic terrain and proposed that its accretion is indicative of relatively melt‐rich conditions. The second type of seaﬂoor fabric, which Cann et al. (2015) termed
“extended terrain” or “detachment fault dominated terrain,” has an irregular and blocky appearance and is
generated by large‐offset normal faults (with displacement >3 km). As tectonic extension continues, a large
fault may evolve into the formation of an OCC or into the formation of consecutive large‐offset faults.
Fujiwara et al. (2003) and Smith et al. (2008) described a blocky and irregular seaﬂoor fabric near the
Fifteen‐Twenty fracture zone, and Smith et al. (2008) noted that this region is undergoing large amounts
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of tectonic extension on individual faults. Cann et al. (2015) cited the area south and west of the Kane fracture zone (Figures 5c and 6e) as an example of extended terrain and concluded that a weaker input of magma
at the spreading axis has a general control on the formation of such terrain, although they caution that this
relationship is not strong. The high density of small ridges encountered along leading sides at each of the ﬁve
fracture zones (Table 2) ﬁts the description of “volcanic terrain” introduced by Smith et al. (2008) and Cann
et al. (2015). We propose that the distinct seaﬂoor fabrics accreted on opposite sides of fracture zones in the
northern Atlantic (Figures 6 and 7) correspond to the same two types of terrains: A lineated volcanic terrain
indicative of melt‐rich conditions is generally accreted at leading RTIs and rafted off to the leading sides of
fracture zones, while an irregular and blocky extended terrain or detachment fault dominated terrain indicative of more melt‐poor conditions tend to be accreted at trailing RTIs and rafted off to the trailing sides of
fracture zones.
In addition to the distinct fabrics present along leading sides versus trailing sides, two other observations
support the existence of contrasting melt supplies at leading RTIs versus trailing RTIs. First, the unexpected
depth relation along the eastern branches of the fracture zones (Figures 5 and 7), whereby younger seaﬂoor
along the trailing side lies deeper than adjacent older seaﬂoor along the leading side, is compatible with the
accretion of a thinner crust at trailing RTIs—as discussed below. Second, the fact that OCCs occur more than
twice as frequently along trailing sides compared to leading sides (Section 3 and Table 1) indicates that long‐
lived detachment faults, rather than magmatism, accommodate plate divergence more than twice as often at
trailing RTIs compared to leading RTIs. Indeed, consistent with the common exposure of gabbros across
their summits, geophysical studies have conﬁrmed that a thinner crust, and thus diminished magmatism,
is associated with OCCs (e.g., Blackman et al., 2008).
Simple half‐space cooling models document how seaﬂoor depths increase linearly with the square root of
age (Parsons & Sclater, 1977). The coefﬁcient relating depth and square root of age is about 350 m/Myr1/2,
although it varies locally between ~200 and ~450 m/Myr1/2 for the Atlantic basins (Crosby et al., 2006;
Kane & Hayes, 1994; Marty & Cazenave, 1989; Stein & Stein, 1992). Leading and trailing sides juxtaposed
across fracture zones are therefore expected to subside at different rates based on their respective ages, with
the younger side remaining shallower than the older side. The ﬁve fracture zones considered here juxtapose
seaﬂoors with age contrasts ranging from ~3 Ma (offset south of Kane) to ~9 Ma (Kane). Assuming a linear
coefﬁcient of 350 m/Myr1/2, a 5‐Ma lithosphere should therefore be lying ~200 m shallower than adjacent
8‐Ma lithosphere across the offset south of Kane, and ~530 m shallower than adjacent 14‐Ma lithosphere
across the Kane fracture zone, with intermediate values applying to the other three fracture zones. While
this depth relationship is roughly applying across the western branches of the fracture zones where ﬂat
sediment ponds are absent, it clearly does not apply to their eastern branches where the opposite relation
is observed (except for the Kane fracture zone, as discussed earlier.) There, the younger trailing sides lay
hundreds of meters (often >500 m) deeper than expected compared to the adjacent older leading sides
(Figures 5–7). The accretion of a thinner crust at trailing RTIs could explain this unexpected depth relation.
More melt‐poor conditions should result in the accretion of a crustal section that is thinner than typical, and,
in turn, this thinner crust should reach isostatic equilibrium at greater seaﬂoor depths than typical. For
example, simple Airy isostasy implies that the top of a 4‐km‐thick crust should lie about 450 m deeper below
the sea surface than a typical 6‐km‐thick oceanic crust (e.g., Turcotte & Schubert, 2014). The presence of a
thinner crust along the trailing side is, in fact, supported by geophysical data. Early seismic refraction studies
as well as gravity surveys have documented the common occurrence of a thinner crust beneath north
Atlantic fracture zones (e.g., White et al., 1984; Lin et al., 1990), with crustal thicknesses as low as
2–3 km. Although these studies often lacked the resolution to determine how this thinner crust is positioned
relative to the fracture zone trace, more detailed analyses of refraction data that derive crustal structures
from ray tracing rather than from classic travel‐time analysis indicate that the thinnest crust underlies the
sediment ponds and basins present along fracture zones. With the hindsight of high‐resolution multibeam
bathymetric data, the thinnest crust therefore appears to be positioned beneath the trailing sides. Such
ray‐tracing studies have investigated the Oceanographer fracture zone near 37°W and 35°25′W (Ambos &
Hussong, 1986; Sinha & Louden, 1983), the Kane fracture zone near 44°W and 43°30′W (Abrams et al.,
1988), and the Marathon fracture zone near 45°W (Peirce et al., 2019). An assumption implicit to this model,
where the deeper trailing sides reﬂect the isostatic adjustment of a thinner crustal section, is that fracture
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zones do not become locked at RTIs immediately upon transform‐to‐fracture zone transition. This assumption is supported by a recent seismic study that indicates vertical movement occurs across the Marathon fracture zone at least until ~1 Myr after transition from transform fault to fracture zone (Peirce et al., 2019). It
challenges the common view that fracture zones are locked and differential subsidence across them is
accommodated by nonisostatic lithospheric ﬂexure instead of vertical slip (e.g., Sandwell & Schubert, 1982).
4.2. Inﬂuence of Ridge Migration on Seaﬂoor Fabric Near Ridge‐Transform Intersections
Melt supplied to the mid‐ocean ridge follows complex pathways near RTIs. Mantle upwelling beneath the
ridge results in decompression melting within a roughly triangular cross section called the melting regime,
a region thought to range from 25 km to several hundred kilometers across depending on spreading rates
(e.g., Langmuir & Forsyth, 2007). A number of models have been proposed to explain how melt extracted
from this broad melting regime is focused toward a narrow (<5 km) neovolcanic zone at the ridge axis.
An early model proposed that melt is drawn toward the ridge axis through a combination of ﬂow‐induced
pressure gradient and strain‐induced permeability anisotropy (e.g., Phipps Morgan, 1987). More recent models suggest that buoyant melt rises vertically after segregating from the upwelling mantle until it reaches a
sloping low‐permeability barrier near the base of the lithosphere. Such permeability barrier may result from
melt crystallization (Gregg et al., 2012; Hébert & Montési, 2010; Sparks & Parmentier, 1991, 1994;
Spiegelman, 1993) or an upward decrease in grain size (Turner et al., 2017). Melt is then thought to migrate
upslope toward the ridge axis by following the underside of that permeability barrier (Figures 2, 8c, and 8d).
Permeability barrier models predict a surface that deepens progressively on either side of the ridge axis, but
also away from the end of a ridge segment at RTIs, thus slopping down beneath the adjacent older lithosphere (Figure 2). Therefore, at RTIs, melt would be supplied not only from either side of the ridge axis
but also diverted from beneath the older lithosphere beyond the ridge segment extremity (Bai & Montési,
2015; Gregg et al., 2009; Hébert & Montési, 2011; Katz et al., 2004; Magde & Sparks, 1997). This model
assumes that the length of the transform fault is short enough that the melting regime associated with the
adjacent RTI extends across most of the ridge offset (Figures 2, 8a, 8c, and 8e).
Ridge migration introduces further complexity to this model. Numerical models suggest that mantle
upwelling must be faster beneath the leading plate than the trailing plate (Davis & Karsten, 1986;
Schouten et al., 1987; Small & Danyushevsky, 2003; Katz et al., 2004) and that the faster the ridge is migrating relative to its spreading rate, the more pronounced the difference in mantle upwelling rates (and thus
melt production) between leading and trailing ﬂanks becomes. Ridge migration thus results in an asymmetric melting regime, with enhanced melt production beneath the leading plate compared to the trailing
plate (Figures 8c and 8d). As a consequence of this asymmetry, melt at leading RTIs is drawn from the relatively melt‐rich regime that extends beneath the adjacent leading plate, and conversely, melt at trailing RTIs
is drawn from the relatively depleted, melt‐poor regime that extends beneath the adjacent trailing plate
(Katz et al., 2004). Thus, segments near leading RTIs are predicted to beneﬁt from a comparatively more
robust melt supply than segments near trailing RTIs. Katz et al. (2004) predict a difference in crustal thickness of about 1 km between leading and trailing RTIs, corresponding to ~10–20% difference in melt supply.
Because the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge migrates westward overall, western RTIs are predicted to experience relatively melt‐rich conditions, and eastern RTIs are predicted to experience relatively melt‐poor conditions.
These predictions are consistent with the observed preferential occurrence of OCCs and greater depths of
seaﬂoor accreted at trailing RTIs. Accordingly, we propose that the observed tendency for closely spaced
linear ridges to occur in crust that was accreted at leading RTIs and the tendency for both OCCs and greater
seaﬂoor depths to occur within crust that was accreted at trailing RTIs are a direct consequence of the westward migration of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge (Cormier & Sloan, 2013).
An additional factor may also contribute to the variability of melt supply at leading versus trailing RTIs. The
lateral migration of a mid‐ocean ridge over the asthenosphere is thought to result in a compositional
asymmetry in the upper mantle relative to the ridge axis, whereby the upper mantle beneath the trailing
plate would be systematically depleted compared to the upper mantle beneath the leading plate (Chalot‐
Prat et al., 2017; Cormier & Sloan, 2013; Doglioni et al., 2003). As a result, leading RTIs would be expected
to sample a relatively undepleted mantle from the melting regime that underlies the adjacent leading plate.
Conversely, the melt supplied to trailing RTIs would be partly derived from the already depleted melting
regime underlying the trailing plate, and a more melt‐poor accretion would be expected.
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Figure 8. Schematics of melting regimes at transform faults of the migrating Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, in map view and in cross section. Map views for left‐stepping
transform faults with (a) shorter offset (40 to 150 km) and (b) larger offset (>150 km); (c) and (d) corresponding cross‐sectional views; right‐stepping transform
faults (e) short offset (40 to <150 km) and (f) large offset (>150 km). Solid arrows in all panels depict pathways followed by the melt out of the melting regime and
along a hypothetical permeability barrier near the base of the lithosphere for the leading (blue) and trailing (red) segments. Colored triangles represent the
melting regime beneath the leading (blue) and trailing (red) segments. Dashed vertical arrows depict the upwelling mantle near the base of the melting regime, with
lengths schematically proportional to upwelling rates. Brown horizontal bars correspond to the crustal section.

4.3. Inﬂuence of Transform Fault Length on Melt Supply at Leading Versus Trailing
Ridge Segments
Available multibeam bathymetric data acquired near transform faults with lengths greater than ~200 km,
such as the Vema and Romanche transform faults (e.g., Kastens et al., 1998; Ligi et al., 2002), do not show
any clear asymmetry of leading versus trailing segment seaﬂoor fabric. Similarly, seaﬂoor fabrics generated
near nontransform offsets do not reveal any obvious asymmetry (e.g., see Figure 5d for the presently migrating offset at 21°30′N). Nontransform offsets are typically less than 40 km in length (Grindlay et al., 1991). A
lack of clear asymmetry in seaﬂoor fabric for both longer and shorter ridge offsets is consistent with the
model we propose in which ridge migration results in asymmetric melt supply across ridge offsets.
Melting regimes at slow spreading centers are thought to extend less than 100 km on either side of the ridge
axis (e.g., Katz et al., 2004; Langmuir & Forsyth, 2007; Ligi et al., 2005; Phipps Morgan, 1987) and may be as
narrow as 50 km (Hébert & Montési, 2010). In fact, numerical modeling and geochemical analysis indicate
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that only melt formed within ~25 km of the axis actually gets focused there, even when the melting regime is
wider (e.g., Behn & Grove, 2015; Keller et al., 2017). Thus, melting regimes at opposite ends of transform
faults longer than about 200 km should not overlap signiﬁcantly, with the consequence that melt sources
for leading and trailing RTIs should be largely independent of each other and should not be predictably
different (Figures 8b, 8d, and 8f). In contrast, at shorter nontransform ridge offsets (<40 km), there may
be too much communication or overlap between the melting regimes near leading and trailing RTIs to
expect systematically dissimilar melt supplies (Figures 8a, 8c, and 8e).
The above model is not inconsistent with the formation of long‐lived OCCs at short intratransform spreading
segments, such as along the equatorial Atlantic transform faults. Indeed, OCCs mapped along such segmented transform faults do not display any preferential occurrence for either leading or trailing RTIs (Table 1).
Examples include two segmented transform faults of the Central Atlantic, the St Paul transform fault (Maia
et al., 2014, 2016) and the Ascencion transform fault (Brozena & White, 1990; Ohara et al., 2011). OCCs also
commonly occur along the series of short ridge segments and long transform faults of the Central Indian
Ridge where spreading rates are ~35 mm/year (Kamesh Raju et al., 2012). Because intratransform spreading
segments are bounded on both sides by thick, cold lithospheric plates, the resulting “transform fault effect” is
expected to depress the height of the melting regime (e.g., Langmuir & Forsyth, 2007) as well as its width
(e.g., Ligi et al., 2005) along the entire length of these short spreading segments. As a result, intratransform
segments may be chronically melt starved, an effect that Ohara et al. (2011) described as the “transform
sandwich effect.”
4.4. About a Lack of a Clear Relation Between Ridge Migration and Axial Depths Across
Transform Faults at Slow Spreading Rates
Across ridge offsets of intermediate‐ and fast spreading ridges, leading segments tend to be signiﬁcantly
shallower than trailing segments, a difference thought to reﬂect a systematically more robust melt supply
at leading segments (Carbotte et al., 2004; Katz et al., 2004). Across ridge offsets of the slow spreading
Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, however, Supak et al. (2007) did not detect any clearly predictable elevation differences
between leading and trailing segment ends, a result that they suggest reﬂects a more limited entrainment of
melt from across transform faults at slow spreading ridges. We propose that this lack of predictably different
axial depths reﬂects instead the episodic interplay of volcanic and tectonic activity within the axial rift
valley. Both the development of the axial volcanic ridges that mark the axis of accretion and the growth of
the normal faults that deﬁne the rift valley walls occur on timescales of several tens of thousands of years
(e.g., Briais et al., 2000; Searle et al., 2010) to a few million years (e.g., Tucholke et al., 1998). At such timescales, the constructional relief of an axial volcanic ridge can vary by 100–400 m, while slip on normal faults
that form the rift valley walls may lead to subsidence of the valley ﬂoor by several hundreds of meters, as has
been documented in the Afar Rift (e.g., De Chabalier & Avouac, 1994; Stein et al., 1991) and in Iceland (e.g.,
Bull et al., 2003). These two processes would overprint any potential axial depth variations resulting from
differences in melt supply, and, as a result, the axial depth of slow spreading ridges is unlikely to be a good
indicator of the time‐averaged melt supply. Instead, contrasting melt supplies across transform faults may be
better reﬂected in the distinctive seaﬂoor fabrics between trailing and leading sides and greater seaﬂoor
depths along trailing sides.
4.5. Is There a Speed Limit for Oceanic Core Complexes?
Tucholke et al. (2008) documented that OCCs are most common at slow spreading rates (14–32 mm/year),
suggesting that some critical spreading rate may exist above which OCCs rarely develop. Indeed, OCCs
frequently occur along both the northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge (e.g., Cann et al., 1997; Escartín et al., 2008;
Macleod et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2008; Tucholke & Lin, 1994) and the Central Indian Ridge where
spreading rates are up to ~33 mm/year (Kamesh Raju et al., 2012). A critical spreading rate of about
30 mm/year is further supported by this study. Limited multibeam bathymetric data for the northern
Mid‐Atlantic Ridge suggest that OCCs occur in greater abundance for seaﬂoor younger than magnetic
Chron 4A (Figures 5a–5d). Chron 4A is dated at about 9.1 Ma (Hilgen et al., 2012) and marks the onset of
a 25% decrease in spreading rate, from ~32 to ~24 mm/year (Gente et al., 1995; Sempéré et al., 1995; Sloan
& Patriat, 1992). This correlation between the appearance of OCCs and a sharp decrease in spreading rates
is consistent with formation of OCCs at spreading rates lower than about 30 mm/year. This hypothesis is also
compatible with the fact that less than a handful of OCCs have been mapped along the southern
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Figure 9. Spreading rates (red) and ridge migration rates (blue and purple) as a function of latitude along the Mid‐Atlantic
Ridge. All rates are calculated assuming the plate boundary geometry of Bird (2003). Spreading rates are from the
MORVEL56 relative plate motion model (Argus et al., 2011). Migration rates are displayed for two absolute plate motion
models from Becker et al. (2015): the “spreading aligned” model (blue) and MM07M (purple). The dashed blue and purple
lines are the spreading‐parallel (ridge‐perpendicular) components of ridge migration, as calculated for the “spreading
aligned” model and MM07M model, respectively. Named fracture zones are labeled on the left at their latitudinal position.
Dashed black lines mark the triple junctions. Negative rates indicate an eastward ridge migration.

Mid‐Atlantic Ridge where spreading rates range from 30 to 34 mm/year (Table 1; Figure 9). Among this
small number of OCCs are one occurring near the trailing RTI of the 5°S transform fault (Reston et al.,
2002); a long‐lived, 25 km‐long OCC formed at the intratransform segment of the Ascension multiple
transform fault at 7°S (Brozena & White, 1990; Ohara et al., 2011), and one at 14°S near the leading RTI
of the Cardno transform fault (Li et al., 2014).
Another factor may contribute to the apparent paucity of OCCs along the southern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge:
OCCs may form in greater abundance at RTIs when the ridge migration rate is comparable to or exceeds
the full spreading rate. Figure 9 illustrates that this condition occurs for the northern and central
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Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, but not for the southern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge. Numerical models for ridge migration
(Davis & Karsten, 1986; Katz et al., 2004) suggest that the faster the ridge migration rate is for a given spreading rate, the stronger the asymmetry in mantle upwelling across the ridge axis will be, and therefore the
more likely that melt‐poor conditions will develop at trailing RTIs. Furthermore, Schouten et al. (1987)
and Small and Danyushevsky (2003) propose that a lower ratio of spreading rate to ridge migration rate
implies a weaker consumption rate of the asthenosphere at a spreading center, which they predict will result
in a lower degree of mantle melting.
Admittedly, giant OCCs (longer than 100 km in a spreading‐parallel direction) have been reported for intermediate spreading rates. However, in each case, their formation is associated with anomalous melt‐poor
conditions that persisted for a long period. The Parece Vela Basin on the Philippine Sea Plate contained a
back‐arc spreading center with an intermediate rate of ~70 mm/year when spreading ceased at around
12 Ma (Ohara et al., 2001). This extinct spreading center displays the axial rift valley typical of slow spreading
ridges, is anomalously deep (>6,000 m), consists of a series of short (<60 km) segments separated by transform faults, and is the site of Godzilla Megamullion, one of the largest OCCs ever observed (125 km long and
55 km wide). Ohara et al. (2001) suggest that a highly variable melt supply may be characteristic of back‐arc
spreading centers because of the episodic nature of induced mantle ﬂow above subducting plates, thus
accounting for the occasional formation of giant OCCs. Alternatively, the formation of the Godzilla
Megamullion may be tied to a strongly reduced melt supply during the waning stage of accretion, as the
spreading center became extinct. Another giant OCC has been mapped at the Australian‐Antarctic
Discordance along the Southeast Indian Ridge, where the spreading rate is 72 mm/year (Okino et al.,
2004). Here, too, the anomalously deep seaﬂoor, the presence of an axial rift valley more typical of slow
spreading ridges, and a host of other observations all support the presence of an anomalously cold mantle
beneath the ridge axis, and thus the occurrence of persistent melt‐poor conditions (e.g., Sempéré et al., 1991).

5. Conclusions
High‐resolution bathymetric data document striking asymmetries in the seaﬂoor fabric formed near RTIs
along the northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge: (a) OCCs, commonly assumed to result from melt‐poor conditions,
form predominantly at trailing RTIs, resulting in their preferential occurrence on the western ridge ﬂank; (b)
low‐amplitude, closely spaced ridges that extend all the way to the fracture zone tend to form at leading
RTIs, with only rare occurrence of OCCs; (c) the trailing sides of fracture zones is generally deeper than
the adjacent leading side, regardless of whether it is younger or older. These observations are best explained
as follows:
1) The preferential occurrence of OCCs on the older trailing sides of fracture zones suggests that melt‐poor
conditions episodically recur at trailing RTIs and, conversely, that melt‐poor conditions do not develop
nearly as often at leading RTIs.
2) The generally deeper seaﬂoor present along the trailing sides of fracture zones, regardless of the existing
age contrast with the adjacent leading sides, is compatible with the accretion of a signiﬁcantly thinner
crust at trailing RTIs, and therefore with more melt‐poor accretion.
3) The overall westward migration of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge may cause melt‐poor conditions at trailing
RTIs. At the end of a trailing ridge segment, melt is tapped not only from the underlying melting regime
but also from the relatively unproductive melting regime that extends beneath the adjacent trailing plate.
Conversely, at leading RTIs, melt is tapped from the comparatively more productive melting regime that
extends beneath the adjacent leading plate.
4) As reported previously, signiﬁcantly fewer OCCs form where spreading rates are higher than about
30 mm/year, such as along the southern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge or prior to 8 Ma. This observation may indicate that a critical threshold in melt supply rate is reached above ~30 mm/year whereby melt‐poor conditions rarely develop. Alternatively, and not exclusively, the prevalence of OCCs along the central and
northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge may be associated with the signiﬁcantly higher rates at which this section of
the ridge is migrating compared to the southern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge.
5) The asymmetric melting regime that develops across a migrating ridge can also account for the absence
of a morphological asymmetry near offsets shorter than ~40 km or longer than ~200 km. In the case of
the shorter nontransform offsets, melting regimes supplying leading or trailing segments may overlap
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too much to expect dissimilar melt supplies at opposing segment ends. In the case of offsets longer than
about 200 km, melting regimes do not overlap, and no melt is available to be tapped from beneath the
adjacent older plate across RTIs.
6) We propose that the episodic interplay of tectonic and magmatic processes within the slow spreading
axial rift valley explains the absence of systematic differences in axial depth between leading and trailing
segments. On timescales of tens of thousands to a few millions years, axial depths may increase or
decrease by hundreds of meters during a tectono‐magmatic episode and thus overshadow any depth
variation that may result from contrasting melt supply. The pattern of abyssal hill terminations
preserved off‐axis along the northern Mid‐Atlantic Ridge as well as the greater seaﬂoor depths encountered along the trailing sides of fracture zones appear to be a more faithful recorder of the melt supply
averaged over the timescales of tectono‐magmatic episodes.
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